The time-domain surface impedance for a plane-wave incidence on a half-space with conductive and plasmonic properties is theoretically investigated. This paper provides closed-form time-domain expressions of time-domain surface impedance values that can be readily evaluated numerically within any prescribed accuracy. Based on the surface impedance concept, time-domain responses of conductive and plasmonic half-spaces are analyzed and discussed. In this respect, changes in incident pulse shapes upon transmission and reflection against plasmonic boundaries are predicted. Numerical results for practically used metallic materials are presented.
Introduction
Ever increasing interest in the time-domain modeling of dispersive materials [1] , electromagnetic artificial media [2] , [3] together with the advent of nanotechnology, involving nanostructures implanted on top of a substrate and/or metallic layers, have invoked a need of modeling phenomena well known in traditional microwaves, but new in plasmonics. In this respect, to the knowledge of the authors, very scarce information can be found on the time-domain response of metals excited by pulses at optical frequencies. The behavior of metals at these frequencies is totally different. They do not behave as good conductors but rather as very lossy dielectrics [4, , [5] . On top, a time-domain analysis has to be preferred above the typical frequency-domain treatment at the lower frequencies. Indeed, laser pulse excitation is one of the most common excitation methods in plasmonics. Even the simplest problem of a quasi-plane-wave time-domain pulse hitting a half-space of plasmonic material, as found while exciting with a Gaussian beam pulse, is a nonsolved problem. The first steps in this respect can be found for a conductive half-space only [6] .
The surface impedance concept in the time domain is not new as such. Time-domain surface impedance values for a conductive half-space only have been investigated in [7] . The concept also has been applied by De Hoop et al. [8] to find the transient acoustic field above the dispersive and absorptive boundary via the Cagniard-DeHoop technique [9] combined with the SchoutenVanDerPol theorem [10] . A nice initial theoretical effort was shown by Kooij [11] . However, no real practical results are shown.
This paper describes a general technique for the computation of time-domain surface impedance values associated with oblique plane-wave incidence on a lossy half-space with conductive and plasmonic properties. Our method brings closed-form expressions containing elementary functions only, which, also from a theoretical point of view, is innovating. The solution can be readily evaluated numerically within any prescribed precision and avoids multiplying of exponentially increasing and decreasing functions that can limit previously derived expressions (see for example [7] ) for late times due to the finite number representation in computers. The presented method can be straightforwardly extended for any Boltzmann-type relaxation behavior as Lorentz line or Debye absorption and can find applications in a numerical time-domain modeling of dispersive/ nondispersive, artificial, or plasmonic materials.
The derived results provide useful physical insights into time response mechanisms connected with plasmonic media. In addition to this, the results can be used in finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) modeling [12] . Although a uniqueness proof requires boundary conditions that express the local proportionality of the tangential electric and magnetic fields without any other parameters of the relevant wave motion, surface impedance values depending on the angle of incidence of a plane wave have been previously applied to a number of practical problems [13] . Note that a point of departure for handling thin-film structures is the procedure based on the saltus-type boundary conditions [14] .
Readers interested in the final results can skip Sections 3 and 4 and go to Section 5 with Section 6, where the resulting expressions and numerical examples are discussed.
Description of the Configuration and Formulation of the Problem
The configuration under consideration is given in Fig. 1 . In it, the position is specified by the orthogonal Cartesian coordinates fx 1 ; x 2 ; x 3 g with respect to an orthogonal Cartesian reference frame with the origin O. The time coordinate is t .
The configuration consists of half-space D 0 described by its scalar, real, and positive electric permittivity 0 and magnetic permeability 0 and of half-space D 1 described by its scalar, real, and positive electric permittivity 1 , magnetic permeability 1 , and by the electric conduction relaxation function ¼ ðt Þ with ðt Þ ¼ 0 for t G 0. For an instantaneously reacting lossy half-space, the conduction relaxation function takes the form
with the corresponding nondispersive complex-frequency domain (s-domain, s-unilateral Laplace transformation parameter) equivalent
while for a half-space with a nonzero relaxation, we take the Drude model [16, ðt Þ ¼ C C expðÀ C t ÞHðt Þ
where Hðt Þ is the Heaviside function. The corresponding dispersive s-domain equivalent iŝ IEEE Photonics Journal Time-Domain Behavior of Plasmonic Half-Spaces where C ¼ n e e 2 =m e C 9 0 is the conductivity of stationary currents of an isotropic metal without external magnetic field or introducing the electron plasma angular frequency ! pe ¼ ðn e e 2 = 0 m e Þ 1=2 9 0 for an electron plasma without external magnetic field. Here, C is the collision frequency, e is the electron charge, n e is the electron density, and m e denotes the effective electron mass.
The E -or H-polarized electromagnetic plane wave hits the lossy half-space with the incident angle i or propagation vector i . Upon enforcing the boundary conditions across the interface for the total fields E and H, the reflected and transmitted plane waves with f r ; t g or f r ; t g can be determined, respectively. On account of the relaxation behavior, short pulses in the surface plasmon band gap can undergo serious distortions [15] . Even shorter pulses beyond the relaxation time of matter do not interact with medium, and the effect of the relaxation function becomes negligible. In view of the problem configuration, the electromagnetic field decomposes into E -and H-polarized subsets with the electric and magnetic fields parallel to the interface, respectively. The surface impedance values are computed for these subsets separately [7] 
for E -polarized fields whilê
for H-polarized fields, where the Bequivalent refraction angle[ t can be found from Snell's law
and is defined as the angle of refraction associated with the corresponding half-space showing a zero contrast in its conductive properties. Here, forðsÞ, we substitute either from (2) or (4).
Conductive Half-Space
In this section, we derive the expressions for time-domain surface impedance values associated with an oblique E -and H-polarized plane-wave incidence on a conductive half-space.
E -Polarized Field
Substitution of (2) into (5) yieldŝ
where ¼ C = 1 cos 2 ð t Þ. Following the approach described in the Appendix, the time-domain surface impedance is found via direct evaluation of the Bromwich integral. In this case, the integrand contains two algebraic branch points at s ¼ f0; Àg that are associated with the squareroot expressions. The branch cuts are chosen such that Reðs 1=2 Þ ! 0 and Re½ðs þ Þ 1=2 ! 0 for all s 2 C, i.e., À G argðsÞ G around the branch points. For the expression to be integrated, this yields the finite branch cut fs 2 C; ImðsÞ ¼ 0; À G s G 0g. With the mapping defined by (47) and (48), we, after a few steps, arrive at
In view of (8), the desired expression for the time-domain surface impedance is
With the help of the integral representations of modified Bessel functions [17, eq. (9.6.19)], eq. (11) can be rewritten as [7] , [13] 
Equation (11) is preferable to (12) for late times, where multiplication of exponentially small and high numbers occurs.
H-Polarized Field
Substitution of (2) into (6) yieldŝ
where
Again, we follow the procedure described in the Appendix.
In this case, however, the integrand contains two branch points at s ¼ f0; Àg that are associated with the square-root expressions and the simple pole singularity at s ¼ À. Again, the branch cuts are chosen such that Reðs 1=2 Þ ! 0 and Re½ðs þ Þ 1=2 ! 0 for all s 2 C, i.e., À G argðsÞ G around the branch points. For the expression to be integrated, this yields the finite branch cut fs 2 C; ImðsÞ ¼ 0; À G s G 0g. Since, for the standard case, we have 0 0 G 1 1 , for which 9 for 0 G i =2, the simple pole singularity lies on the branch cut. With the mapping defined by (47) and (48), we, after a few steps, find
The latter integral is unbounded at P ¼ cos À1 ð1 À 2=Þ and has to be evaluated in the sense of Cauchy principal value. Upon extracting the simple pole singularity as described in the Appendix, we end up with
with Nð Þ ¼ exp½t cosð Þ=2sin 2 ð Þ. The integral in (16) is bounded and can be easily evaluated numerically. In view of (13), the desired expression for the time-domain surface impedance has the following form
In contrast to the previously derived expressions [7] , (17) is expressed through the simple 1-D integral with the time-independent range of integration without using special functions.
Plasmonic Half-Space
In this section, we derive the expressions for time-domain surface impedance values associated with an oblique E -and H-polarized plane-wave incidence on a plasmonic half-space.
E -Polarized Field
Substitution of (4) into (5) yieldŝ 
The horizontal branch cuts and the vertical ones are chosen such that À G argðsÞG and À3=2 G argðsÞ G =2 around the branch points, respectively. For the expression to be integrated, we get two finite branch cuts crossing each other fs 2 C; ImðsÞ ¼ 0; À C G s G 0g and fs 2 C; ReðsÞ ¼ À C =2; À G ImðsÞ G g. With the mappings defined by (47)-(50), we end up with
keeping ½Á Á Á 1=2 9 0. Equation (20) can be further simplified using sinhðx Þ and sinðx Þ, but this form seems to be convenient for a numerical implementation. In view of (18), the desired expression for the time-domain surface impedance can be written as
Equation (23) can be evaluated numerically within any prescribed accuracy.
H-Polarized Field
Substitution of (4) into (6) yieldŝ
where ¼ C = 1 cos 2 ð t Þ and ¼ C = 1 . Now, in addition to the branch points at s ¼ f0; À C ; s B ; s Ã B g that are associated with the square-root expressions, where s B ¼ À C =2 þ i with ¼ ð C =2Þð4= C À 1Þ 1=2 9 0, the integrand contains two simple pole singularities at s ¼ fs P ; s
1=2 9 0 assuming ! C =4. Again, the branch cuts are chosen as in the previous subsection fs 2 C; ImðsÞ ¼ 0; À C G s G 0g with fs 2 C; ReðsÞ ¼ À C =2; À G ImðsÞ G g. With the mappings defined by (47) -(50), we arrive at
GðÞ ¼ NðÞ DðÞ
IEEE Photonics Journal Time-Domain Behavior of Plasmonic Half-Spaces keeping ½Á Á Á 1=2 9 0. Equation (27) can be further simplified using sinhðx Þ and sinðx Þ, but this form seems to be convenient for a numerical implementation. The integrals along the vertical branch cut are unbounded at P1;2 ¼ cos À1 ðAEÀ=Þ and have to be evaluated in the sense of Cauchy principal value. Upon extracting the simple pole singularities as described in the Appendix, we get In view of (24), the desired expression for the surface impedance can be written as
that is bounded in the integration interval and can be evaluated numerically.
Discussion Results
This section focuses on a parametric analysis of time-domain surface impedance values of conductive and plasmonic half-spaces. As parameters, we take the configurational parameters of D 1 and the incident angle i . Besides the discussion on an early-and late-time behavior, the cases that illustrate the most important features shall be considered. The first limiting case covers relative permittivity and permeability of D 1 that approaches to one 1 = 0 ¼ 1 = 0 # 1 and small grazing angle. The second case covers high relative permittivity 1 = 0 ) 1 and/or high relative permeability 1 = 0 ) 1 (and/or incidence angles approaching normal incidence, i ¼ 0).
Conductive Half-Space
Parameters in our numerical examples are the relative electric permittivity 1 = 0 , the relative magnetic permeability 1 = 0 , and the incidence angle i . The normalized time-domain surface impedance values
are observed within the time window f10 À3 t 10 2 g having normalized time t norm ¼ t with ¼ C = 1 . The input parameters are included in the equivalent refraction angle t defined in (7).
Figs. 2(a)-(c) shows the time-domain surface impedance values for E -and H-polarized fields for three values of the equivalent refraction angle t ¼ f0
; 40:0 ; 80:0 g. The first value corresponds to normal incidence, for which Z E ðt Þ and Z H ðtÞ are identical. As can be seen, the surface impedance values with decreasing angle t become more and more similar and mostly differ at early time. The behavior of surface impedance values for initial and late times can be deduced from the Abel/ Tauber theorems [18] . For the early time, we can find the initial values upon arrival of the incident plane wave 
1=2 C =2 1 and do not depend on the incident angle. As can be seen in Figs. 2(a)-(c) , the late-time behavior of E -and H-polarized surface impedance values is identical. This can be proved by the asymptotic expressions that can be found with the help of asymptotic factorial-Neumann series [7] or using the saddle-point method applied on (10) and (15) 
as t ! 1. With reference to (33), the incident angle for which ¼ 2 for 1 = 0 ¼ 1:0 and
, which explains the positive value of Z H;norm ðt Þ at early time in Fig. 2(c) for i ¼ 80:0 .
Plasmonic Half-Space
Parameters in our numerical examples are the relative electric permittivity 1 = 0 , relative magnetic permeability 1 = 0 , the incidence angle i , and the relative parameter
For the latter, we take " h! pe ¼ 8:55 ½eV and " h C ¼ 0:0184 ½eV corresponding to gold [19] . The normalized timedomain surface impedance values 
as t # 0. From (36) and (37), it is obvious that the E -polarized surface impedance always begins with a negative slope that depends on parameters of the plasmonic half-space as well as on the incident angle. On the other hand, the starting slope of the H-polarized surface impedance can be either positive or negative depending on the relative electric permittivity and relative magnetic permeability of D 1 in relation to the incident angle [see Fig. 2(f) ]. Making use the theorem of Abel for one-sided Laplace transformation, we find that both surface impedance values tend to zero as time grows to infinity, i.e., Z E ;H ðtÞ ¼ 0 as t ! 1, and their late-time behavior can be described as
As for a conductive half-space, with reference to (37), the incident angle for which ¼ 2 is i j ¼2 ¼ sin À1 ð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi 0:50 p Þ ¼ 45:0 , which explains the positive slope dZ H;norm =dt 9 0 at early time in Fig. 2(f) for i ¼ 80:0 .
Applications of Results
In this section, we discuss applications of the derived results with emphasis on the time-domain response of investigated half-spaces. For simplicity, let us assume the normal incidence of a plane wave, i ¼ 0. Then, the time-domain transmission coefficient corresponding to the interface between D 0 and D 1 can be, for early times, linearized according to
as t # 0. Subsequently, with the help of early-time approximations (32) and (33) and (36) and (37), we can find the transmission coefficient of conductive and plasmonic half-spaces for short pulses.
To demonstrate its properties, let us consider the time convolution of the time-domain transmission coefficient with the signature of the incident plane wave
which leads to the pulse shapes e t of a transmitted plane wave
for a conductive half-space and
for a plasmonic half-space. The right-hand sides of (42) and (43) have a similar structure e t ðt Þ ¼ e i ðt Þ þ e r ðt Þ and consist of a signature of the incident wave e i ðt Þ and the correction term (the reflected waveform e r ðt Þ) that approaches to zero in the limit t # 0. Upon comparison of (42) and (43), it is immediately clear that the correction term corresponding to a plasmonic half-space goes to zero one order faster. Similarly, the late-time approximation of the transmission coefficient can be written as
for t ) 0. A typical behavior of such time-domain transmission coefficient for a conductive halfspace is given in Fig. 3(a) . For plasmonic half-spaces, we take Drude model parameters [19] : Figs. 2(a)-(c) , respectively, it is clear that the impulse response of the plasmonic half-spaces is much longer due to their oscillatory behavior. The time-domain reflection coefficient of a conductive half-space is a monotonic function due to an instantaneous response of stationary currents, whereas a plasmonic half-space shows a nonzero relaxation of conduction current that manifests itself in an oscillating part of the reflection coefficient. An observed pulse shape behind the interface results from the time convolution of the incident pulse with the transmission coefficient. As a consequence, oscillations of the transmitted signal are smoothed in time depending on the incident pulsewidth.
As expected, in all cases, the transmission coefficients show the Dirac delta singularity at t ¼ 0 and subsequent decrease to zero. The main difference between the conductive and the plasmonic half-space in the late-time characteristics is oscillations shown by the latter. A somewhat different situation is also in the beginning of the responses, which was discussed in connection with (42) and (43). From the frequency-domain point of view, both conductive and plasmonic half-spaces behave like good mirrors at relatively low frequencies (microwave region). On the other hand, high-frequency components are more easily transferred via a plasmonic half-space.
Conclusion
Making use of a basic complex function theory, we have derived simple expressions describing the time-domain surface impedance values associated with an oblique plane-wave incidence on a halfspace with conductive and plasmonic properties. The expressions contain just elementary functions and can be easily evaluated numerically within any prescribed precision. Given numerical examples showing both transmission and reflection properties of conductive and plasmonic media clearly illustrate the time-domain responses of investigated materials and their effect on the incident pulse shape. The presented approach can be straightforwardly applied for any Boltzmann-type relaxation behavior as Lorentz line or Drude/Debye absorption and can find applications in an efficient numerical time-domain modeling of dispersive/nondispersive, artificial, or plasmonic materials via the surface impedance boundary condition concept. The surface impedance associated with an oblique plane-wave incidence on a conductive or 2 plasmonic half-space can be written in a general form (sVLaplace transformation parameter)
where A is a real-valued and positive constant, and F ðsÞ is a complex function with a finite number of algebraic singularities in the entire complex s-plane. Since lim jsj!1Ẑ ðsÞ ¼ Oð1Þ, the timedomain surface impedance can be found by evaluating the following Bromwich integral
where B ¼ fs 2 C; ReðsÞ ¼ s 0 g is the Bromwich contour, for which s 0 is chosen so large that F ðsÞ À 1 is analytic to the right of B. Depending on a plane-wave polarization and properties of a half-space, the integrand contains algebraic branch points associated with square-root expressions and/or simple pole(s) singularities. In the main text, and C are real-valued and positive constants associated with the horizontal branch cuts, s B with s Ã B are complex-valued branch points with a negative real part associated with the vertical branch cut, is a real-valued and positive constant associated with the simple pole singularity for which holds, and s P with s Ã P are complex-valued simple poles with a negative real part and Reðs P Þ ¼ Reðs B Þ ¼ À C =2, Imðs P Þ ¼ À Imðs B Þ ¼ . The horizontal branch cuts are chosen such that the real part of the square roots is kept real and positive for all s 2 C. The square-root expressions associated with the branch points s P and s Ã P are made single-valued by restricting À=2 G argðsÞ G 3=2 around the branch points. For the expression to be integrated, we choose the finite horizontal branch cut fs 2 C; ImðsÞ ¼ 0; À C G s G 0g and the finite vertical branch cut fs 2 C; ReðsÞ ¼ À C =2; À G ImðsÞ G g that prevent from making a complete loop around just one of the branch points. Consequently, by virtue of Cauchy's theorem and Jordan's lemma, the Bromwich contour B is replaced by a finite loop around the branch cut(s) and the simple pole(s). According to our choice of the branch cuts, the variable of integration s is replaced by along the horizontal branch cut
where stands for or C and by along the vertical branch cut
with ds ¼ isinðÞd. Through these substitutions, we, after a few steps, arrive at the simple integral expressions with a finite and time-independent integration interval. On account of the simple pole singularity that occurs in the integrand for H-polarized surface impedance, the integral has to be evaluated in the sense of Cauchy principal value (here denoted as P.V.). The simple pole singularity is extracted as
with Dð P Þ ¼ 0.
